Nowadays, one of the main reasons for increasing material performances is the need to reduce electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated by high-frequency electronic circuits, which is a serious problem in terms of equipment performances. For this purpose, copper is one of the most used materials for shielding applications. Plastic deformation at the macroscopic scale generates at the microscopic scale many moving dislocations (internal stresses) affecting the efficiency of the electromagnetic shielding. However, the plastic deformation which affects the electrical properties ensuring the shielding properties is still badly known and should be more studied and constitutes a promising research field. The main objective of this work is to study the effect of the copper plastic deformation on its electromagnetic shielding efficiency in the ]0-1GHz] frequency range. A series of electromagnetic shielding experiments was carried out by means of an Electro Magnetic Dual Transverse Cell (DTEM), on copper samples with a purity level of 99 % i) without plastic deformation ii) deformed with a rate of 2 % and 3 %. The results obtained clearly shown the variation of the electromagnetic shielding efficiency as a function of the copper plastic deformation rate.
INTRODUCTION
The Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is becoming a serious problem due to the multiplication of domestic and military electrical appliances as well as scientific equipment emitting electromagnetic radiation. These radiations can easily interfere with electrical and electronic devices and generate harmful effects on themselves [1] [2] [3] . For this reason, researches focus on the electromagnetic compatibility of high efficiency materials whose purpose is to reduce the EMI. Over the years, the shielding technology was perfected to improve various aspects, such as flexibility, lightness and materials electromagnetic shielding efficiency. Materials must be designed and developed to inhibit undesirable radiation [4] .
The interactions between electromagnetic waves and materials can be divided into three mechanisms: reflection, absorption and multiple reflections within the shield. The first mechanism, reflection, depends on the permittivity and conductivity of the material. The reflection increases proportionally, at the same time, with the permittivity and the conductivity of the material. The second mechanism of protection against electromagnetic interference is absorption, which requires the existence of mobile charge carriers (electrons or holes), which interact with electromagnetic radiation. The third mechanism of attenuation of electromagnetic interference is the multiple reflections; this mechanism depends on the physical properties and the geometric shape effect of the shielding material. When the material is thicker, this third mechanism can be neglected [4] [5] [6] .
Electromagnetic shielding is the main effective solution to reduce interference and interactions between devices or subcomponents of the devices themselves [6] [7] . In general, materials of good electrical conductivity such as copper, aluminum, etc. have good shielding performance. Copper is one of the most widely used metals in this field and is extremely versatile and advantageous for a wide variety of applications because of its mechanical and electrical properties. Copper is a malleable and ductile material. In addition, copper and copper alloy pieces show a highly ductile behavior [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The plastic deformation of a material can be defined as a permanent deformation or change in shape of a solid boby without fracture. This occurs when a sufficient stretching force is applied to a material leading to a significant elongation. In this case, two distinguishable deformations can be observed first an elastic deformation followed by a plastic deformation. The elastic deformation is reversible when the stress is released before the elastic limit, therefore the material returns to its original shape. For the plastic deformation even after the release of the stretching force a permanent deformation of the material remains [12] [13] [14] .
The study of plastic deformation is probably due to the need of controlling the shaping and use of materials. As a result, this has long been empirical and it is only in recent decades that the concepts necessary to understand the physical phenomena that occur during plastic flows have been developed [15] [16] [17] . For crystalline solids, the basic mechanisms are fairly well known, but the effect of plastic deformation on shielding efficiency (electrical parameters) is poorly known and is currently a promising area of research [18] [19] [20] .
Several researchers [13, [15] [16] obtained preliminary results, studying the effect of the interaction of dislocations that interact during plastic deformation on electrical properties. In the present work, we study the effect of plastic deformation on shielding immunity of copper against electromagnetic interference (EMI). The aim of this work is to perform a preliminary analysis of the variation of the electrical property (electrical conductivity) according to the internal stresses generated by the plastic deformation of a high purity metallic copper (99%), hence making possible to see the shielding efficiency of Cu as function of the mechanical deformation rate (plastic domain) in the frequency range [0-1 GHz].
SHIELDING THEORY
The rapid increase in electromagnetic applications has also increased the need for EMI protection materials. The attenuation of electromagnetic radiation is one of the main indicators for measuring the effectiveness of EMI shielding. This indicator is the ratio of the intensity of an electromagnetic signal before and after the shield. In other words, the propagation of electromagnetic waves from one region to another can be efficiently controlled by electromagnetic wave insulating materials. These materials are selected according to the desired applications [21] . The efficiency of the shielding (SE) is a property of the materials indicating the ability to fight against undesirable electromagnetic interference [1, 3, 7] .
In this work, the parameter S obtained from the vector network analyzer was used to calculate the total EM EMI as follows: 
where Sij represents the power transmitted from port i to port j. Also, the shielding effectiveness (SE, dB) of the shielding material (show Figure 2 ) can be expressed as [4, 6] :
where SEA and SER are the absorption and reflection loss respectively; SEB is the multiple reflection loss. They can be further expressed as:
where f is the frequency (Hz) of electromagnetic waves, σ is the electrical conductivity, μ is the magnetic permeability, d is the thickness (mm) of the shielding materials, Z0 is the intrinsic impedance of an electric wave ZS is impedance of shield and  means the skin depth. 
MATERIALS DEFORMATION
When a load is applied to a metallic material, enough to provoke deformation, this material deforms by changing its sizes. This is the result of a reversible elastic deformation followed by an irreversible plastic one even after unloading. The plastic deformation at a macroscopic scale of crystalline material finds explanation at a microscopic scale by generation and mobility of multiple dislocation lines known in mechanics as internal stresses. Plastic deformation occurs when loading is enough to deform definitively a material. In other words, plastic deformation is a permanent deformation or a change in shape without breaking under the effect of stress. Plastic deformation provokes dislocations inside materials making them thermodynamically unbalanced [22] [23] .
· E  = (7) where σ is the stress, E the Young's modulus and  the deformation 
Samples preparation
The sizes of the copper sample for the tensile test as a total size of 150 × 70 × 4 mm³ . The effective size of the sample in which the TEM test is performed is 70 × 70 mm 2 with a thickness of 1 mm (Figure 3 ). To meet this size requirement, the samples intended for carrying out the plastic deformation by tensile test required the making of test pieces from larger copper sheets according to the following steps:
The test pieces were cut from larger copper sheets with a thickness of 4 mm. The sample got had a size of 150X70X4 mm³ also to reach the shielding measurement requirements, the thickness of central area of the sample (i.e. 70 × 70 mm 2 ) was milled with a very small step of 0,05 mm with a rotational speed of 500 rpm until to reach a thickness of 1 mm.
To achieve a shine surface aspect a delicate polishing is performed with fine-grained abrasive paper, it also allowed eliminating surface microcraks generated by the milling operation. 
Plastic deformation
With the aim of achieving a more or less homogeneous plastic deformation in the useful zones of the specimens and taking into account the copper ductility, a deformation rate of 10 μm/s was imposed, avoiding microcracks formation and introducing dislocations (internal stresses). The deformation was performed with a rate of 3 % for the 1st samples group to 2% for the 2nd and without deformation for the 3rd. Note, that our tensile test specimens were deformed until necking so that the deformation was obtained in the zone of the homogeneous plastic field; this plastic deformation homogeneity is requisite for satisfactory measurement of the shielding effectiveness in the double TEM cell (DTEM)
The samples are deformed at 2 % and 3 % and other samples without plastic deformation in order to compare their shielding efficiency as a function of the deformation rates.
Cells of measurement the shielding efficiency

Definition of TEM cell
The TEM cell is a closed chamber; it has the principle of a tri-plate transmission line. The TEM cell consists of two ground planes, interposed by a central conductor, which is usually referred by the English term "septum". In the TEM cell, the electromagnetic wave propagates and passes through the sample (TEM mode) providing that the wavelength is less than the transverse dimension of the cell [24] .The use of the TEM cell is limited by the cutoff frequency of this mode. The latter is fixed by the dimensions of the cell which are chosen so as to allow only the generation of a TEM mode.
DTEM cell
The DTEM cell (dual TEM cell) is composed of two TEM cells that coupled through an opening in a common wall (Figure 18 ), one of these cells is used for the emission of the electromagnetic field and the other for the reception. The theory of the small aperture is often used to explain, the coupling between the two cells [24] . In general, the coupling opening takes a circular or squared shape.
Figure 4. Dual cell TEM
When the transmitting cell is excited, part of the electromagnetic field is transmitted to the receiver cell through the opening. The transmitted field results in the appearance of voltages at the connectors of the receiving cell.
When an element under test is put on the opening, the coupling of the two cells is reduced. This reduction gives a direct measurement of the shielding efficiency.
The DTEM cell allows the separation between the electric field and magnetic field, this is explained by the theory of the small opening [25] [26] . If the opening is electrically small, then the diffusion effect is substantially equivalent to that produced by the set. This dipole moment can be used to predict scattered fields, which in the case of the double TEM cell gives a description of the opening coupling. The dipole moments depend on the incidences of the fields and the shape of the opening (opening polarizability).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
X-ray diffraction results
In this part of the work, was proceeded the X-ray diffraction analysis of the Cu samples. These samples are tested under X-rays before and after the plastic deformation. This operation aims to control the state of the microstructure of our material.
The analysis of these diffractograms shows the superposability of the reflection peaks of the same reflector planes families, thus proving that Cu samples did not undergo any phase change following a plastic deformation imposed to Cu, but also without any change of the microstructure. Moreover, according to the theory of dislocation mobility, the samples, after plastic deformation, underwent an introduction of dislocations. Figure 8 presents the results of shielding effectiveness against the electric field of the three Cu prepared samples with a high purity of 99 %. These results are obtained thanks to the DTEM chamber used in the frequency range 0-1 GHz. The results obtained on the first Cu sample (undeformed) exhibits a single peak at 380 MHz. The SE of the second sample with 2 % deformation is higher than the first (undeformed) for frequencies under 600 MHz and the peak of resonance is delayed up to 1 GHz. This is due to the dislocations generated by the mechanical traction of the Cu sample. For the third sample with 3 % deformation, it exhibited a good SE compared to the two firsts samples for the frequency range used for this study. This better performance can be explained by a higher increase in the dislocation density. It is well known that dislocations occur at the angstrom scale and are generated by the linear stretching of the metal, affecting as such positively the SE behavior of Cu, as it has been demonstrated in this article. It can be concluded that dislocations play a key role in trapping the electric waves inside the materials reducing thereby outside reflections. These promising results open new perspectives for shielding applications for the development of new equipment subjected to electromagnetic fields and therefore avoiding equipment failure. 
CONCLUSION
This work deals with the effects of plastic deformation on the shielding electromagnetic efficiency SE of copper. The use of DTEM for the SE measurement has allowed seeing a proportional evolution of SE as a function of the plastic deformation rate. It was found that the higher the deformation rate the higher the dislocation density. The dislocation advantageously traps a maximum of electric and/or electromagnetic waves and dissipates their energy inside the material instead of dissipating them outside it. This makes possible to increase the electromagnetic shielding efficiency of copper. Such behavior is very similar to the role played by carbon fiber in composite material. According to equation (5) and (6), this efficiency varies also proportionally to the electrical copper conductivity. This allows us to conclude that this latter is also proportional to the plastic strain rate applied to the material. Consequently, these experimental results got in this article have proved that the copper electromagnetic shielding quality can be improved by controlled plastic deformation, and can be regarded as noticeable progress.
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